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Фазовый переход Б модели адронного газа

Рассмотрен класс статистических моделей адронного газа,
допускающих аналитическое решение. Найден механизм возмож-
ного фазового перехода в такси системе я установлены условия
его появления. .

A class of statistical models of hadron gas allowing an

analytical solution is considered. A mechanism of a possible V

phase transition in such a system is found and conditions j

for its occurenoe are ascertained*
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1. Considerable efforts are being made to Investigate
the problem of a phase transition from a hadron (confined
phase) to an (quark-gluon) unconfined phase (aee, for exam-
ple» £i»2j). There are two starting points to deal with this
problenuOne can start from the high-temperature phase of
nonconfining quark-gluon plasma where QGD can be treated
using ordinary perturbation theory. When the temperature
is lowered nonperturbative interaction effects become more
pronounced and the quark-gluon plasma undergoes a phase
transition to a phase of hadron gas at. a, certa4n. critical
temperature • Another approach is to start from hadron gae at
low temperature and study the behaviour of this system as
the temperature increases* Both approaches should give ccn-
aistent results*

The goal of this note is to formulate and to find en
analytical solution of a rather general class of hadron gas
(gae of bags) statistical models elucidating a mechanism of
a feasible phase transition in such a system*

She statistical bootstrap model £зЗ is peculiar among
the other known examples of hadron gas models* She exponen-

tial growth with energy of the density of hadronlc states

implies the existence of a limiting tenpereture T o above

which hadronlc matter cannot exist* It -was argued In £4J
that In the framework of quark models of hadrons where quarks
are permanently confined In hadronsTo can not De * limi-
ting temperature but can be a critical temperature above
which quarks are liberated* i.e. it is the point of a phase

For the sake of brevity we here disregard the dependence
on chemical potentiel3 that correspond to conserved charges*

f
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tr&nsition to the quark-gluon plaama phaae. However, as far

as we know, a similar notion was not realized in any specific

hadron gas model* For the phase transition to he realised one

usually resorts to aome "external" considerations.

2. The partition function for II relativistic particles

of mass Hto considered as Boltzmannions (no quantum stati-

stics) is of the form

v/hei'e "f « ^-/P is the temperature and V is the volume

of a system.

Giving a statistical description of the hadron gas

under consideration we take into account: the possibility

of new particle production ( N is not fixed); the inter-

nal density of states (introduction of "mass spectrum" in

(1)); the finite (non sero) size of each hadron. The last

feature results in two important consequences. Firstly* if

the hadron volume increases with its mass the massive had-

rons whose sizes exceed the "box
11
 volume у *o not contri-

bute to the partition function. Secondly» the i-th hadron

can move freely not in the whole volume V of a "box" but

only in the "available volume" - the part of a "box" is

free from the other hadrons. Ehen if V t is the vo3.ume of

the i-th hadron in its rest frame, following a Van der

Waal a treatment of the volume we must change V on the

right-hand 3ide of (1) for {V -~ Щч1)
 o r

» taking into

account the Lorentz contraction oirmoving hadrons, for

In what follows, we understand the hadrons to be quark-

gluon bags ̂ 53 • The bag volume is not fixed (see \в"\ )

so the mass spectrum of a bag is characterized by the den-

sity of states defined in such a way that V
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i s the number of bag s tates with masses in an interval
CH4,rY4 + (Lnw) and volumes in an interval C^Vt+cLVi)

Thus, the class of the bag gas models under conside-
r a t i o n i s set by the general formula

where Vj-Vj о Х и Ч £
3» Bq»(2) contains many previously known models of

hadron gas as special cases* b'or instance, putting
'tO^ljVt) » Ь (y^v*tne)^CVc-V») we arrive at the expression,

which was considered in ^73 » end writing down
in the form

we have a model of bag gas discussed in
In £9] the problem of a bag gas description was

c&iaidered in the so-called Lorentz с о variant formulation
of the thermodynamics £iO^ о The authors of \9] proceeded
from the covariant notation

where VJL̂ . is the four velocity of a "box" (in the rest

frame of a "box" U.j* *R ( i. , ^ ) )• A Van der Waals treat-

ment of the volume was carried out ,directly on the four

vectors

v
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An approach like this seems to be Insufficiently Justified
as the quantities V< and V have no direct physical
moaning (in particular in this way of writing the particles
having small volumes VI , but large energies P; don't
get into a "box")» Futhermore, in accordance with the bag
model [5} , it was thought that Vi»tT\£/(A£>) and then

It is seen from (3) that the configurations of jjj and ft
are possible ( S^ttfe) — V » f§ and "j^ are anti-
parallel) p so that negative contributions come tc the parti-
tion function % . If, however, following £9} , in (3)
we substitute jg for the average value 4 . д ) » 0

 w e
 nave

for 2L
 an

 expression which caibe obtained by substitution

t (WV̂ Vc) « «COlt^CVi-S^)••»* V{-Pj/(Ab) from
(2)* In \$\ the authors go still further substituting V

м

— S*/(45)for V —^Se)№fl^*Aand removing this quantity

from the integral over JL S o
 o f
 (2). After these operati-

ons the limiting temperature which is really absent when

the factor v ( V " -ТУ ) ie accurately taken into account

occurs in a system*

4* The main difficulty in ̂calculating (2) is that the

presence of the faotors V - * X *J- does not permit uo

to represent. ,the multiple integral in (2) as a product of

independent identical Integrals. It turns out that this

problem can be solved if we use Laplaoe transformation of

(2) over the variable V »

where
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Л

The quantity 2 (£>$) io an i B o t a r i c partition function
where s T plays the role of a constant external pressure
The partition function 2? (&)0 c a n Ъ е

 written ae

where J? is the pressure in a gas of bags. It is known

from the properties of the Laplace transformation! that

the asymptotic behaviour of £_ ( В j у J as

Y -• o O is defined by the extreme right singularity

(with the largest real part) of the function Z ( / S )

(4) in the variable £ . Denoting this singular point

as iS C£) we have for the pressure in the thermodyna-

(V-oo), lUTfej.^TS
It follows from (4) that the function Z(bS) c a n

at ^ } S > 0 two singular points jŜ )and ^(ft) : a pole
in the point Sf0 ( bj which is determined by the equa-
tion

and a singularity of the function {($.S) bi itself in the
point JS*c (ft) • Finally, we have

The analysis of eq. (5) shows that at low temperatures (lar-
ge Ь ) the function К 6 S)

 n a s n o
 singularities for all

S> 0 and so HC^S,)
 h a s ОП

1У
 Olle

 singular point £o(f)
(see Pig.1). At a certain temperature \.o singular point
3 C ( B ) appears and it moves to the right with the tempe-

rature increasing. If the function +(BS)has a singule-
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rity whioh ia a pole in the point S't(b)it ia obvious
that we have £>o(&) > £«(jl) at all temperatures and
there la no phase transition in the system. If, however,
the aingularity of a branch point type is present in the
point £ c Q ) , s o that the quantity j-(£, $c(p)) remains
finite,the situation is possible when at a certain criti-
cal temperature Т о ^ У д we have £t CJO »,Si C{) and the

aingularity S\(fi) ifl already absent for all Т > Т
С

(see Flg.Oo For this situation

and the point T «T
c
 is that of the phase transition in

our system*

5. A Van der Waals treatment of the volume is the

crucial point that makes possible a phase transition to a

new high-temperature phase* If we consider hadron as

point particles (as did the original version of statist!- k,

cal bootstrap £3] ) it ia necessary to put N/t, e 0 i*1 I
(2) and we have instead of (4) the relations

moreover Л^(Э)
 n a s a

 singularity in the point Те and

2 (A»V) does not exist (with correct physical proper-

ties) at"f>Tot^be point To ia the limiting temperature

in this case and- a phase transition ie impossible* When

the volume ia reduced a la Van der Wcale, the point To is

no longer the limiting temperature, and it is not even a

singular point of the partition function TL Cf |V) • This

is a temperature at which a new singular point Sc tf)

appears in 2 СЛЗ) •
 B u
*
 a
 pbase transition oan take

place only at T »T
0
>Tp when this singularity becomes a

leading one*
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In order to get a qualitative representation of what

can happen in the case under consideration let us accept

the model of a bag £53 filled with a gas of masslles parti-
cles, to estimate Tjf/*0()at large ПЫ and Vs • The energy

(mass) of such a bag consists of the energy of gas partic-

les and a "potential" energy & Vc »
 a n d e n

 entropy equal

to

this yields the estimation for the density of statesj

G^ (6)

The function'tun;^) has a sharp maximum in Vi at

every fixed Yftl • At low temperatures the picture is

that the bag gas with volumes Vl^Vfci Д^Лаге the doini-

nant configurations* The mean values of bag aiasses and

the corresponding to these mean volumes of the bags in~

crease with increasing temperature* At high temperatures

the picture changes: the growth of bag volumes is stopped

( £ \ft ~ V ), but the mean masses of the bags continue
to increase. The energy density of a gas of masaless consti-
tuents (quarks) inside the bag becomes larger than the equi-
librium value 4B and it rises infinitely with an increase
in temperature» In fact the "box" has been filled not with
the gas of bags,but with the gas of constituents a+ high tern-
peratures* When ноте conditions are satisfied, this altera-
tion of the system properties can proceed as a phase transi-

tion at T«€c, as was shown above* Mathematically the mecha-
nism of this phase transition is a replacement of two

Under thermodynamic consideration of XCW^Vc) we can not
get the preexpoential factors in (6) which are very
important for ah accurate analysis of the character of
singularities in ( 5 )•
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s.tngularities of an ieobaric partition function (4).Apparen-
tly, taking into account the Lorentz contraction of the
moving bags in (2) is of small importanoe near the point of
a phase transition, as the mean values of ?

at T«X 0 are email. The inclusion in the scheme under consi-
deration of baryonic number is performed in the following
way. It la necessary to consider Xi^'y^i,^) instead
of TfttV^V'l) (the bags with a fixed baryonic number
t^aa 0>^L/fcZ>i«« )• Then tne partition function will de-
pend on one more variable \m £ ^* ( M* is a chemical
potential) and in (2) instead of *t(W,V) we have

Just this quantity will be present in (5) instead o
so that as a result the position of both singular points So
and iS»c will now depend on two variables
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Fig. 1.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig.1. The curves of $*(&(S) function (5) for various tempe-
ratures are shown achemetically. The singularities
of £(&S,) function are denoted ast • corresponds
to $

с
 ({*) and -V- corresponds to £?o(b) • The

curve 1 represents the case when Ti -C\o end &
ie abcant; the curve 2 represents the case, when

Тг
ж
Тв

 a n d
 ScCfo)» 0 i *he curve 3 repre-

sents the case Т
в
<Тъ<Тс

 a n d
 ^с(^)<^(р);

the curve 4 represents the case T^ = T
C

 a n d
 ^c(ft)-

= 5f
e
(B^\jthe curve 5 represents the case ~j"

5
 > X
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